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Part 1

INTRODUCTION
Messages on the book of James that were ori
ginally preached in the morning services of the
Church of the Open Door in downtown, Los Angeles
were edited for release on our daily radio broad
cast. This booklet was prepared to help radio
listeners study with us on our daily broadcasts.
Part 1 contains the material on James 1:1
through 2:26. Part 2 will cover the rest of the
book as well as a summary of the book as a whole.
The epistle of James is no doubt the most
practical epistle in all of the Bible. In my
opinion, the subject of the book is trials. James
is telling us who to get the most out of the
troubles and trials that crowd into our 1 ife.
think you'll find this study very profitable,
indeed.
The messages, as originally preached at the
Church of the Open Door, are available on tape
in two separate albums. Or, you may order indi
vidual cassettes if you desire. There is an
order form at the back of this booklet for your
convenience. It will give you complete informa
tion on how to order.

11

I trust that this series of messages will
enable you to handle the trials in your 1 ife, as
well as help you grow in the grace and knowledge
of Jesus Christ.

JAMES 11 Part 1

G. Michael Cocoris
Copyright (c) 1984

- G. Michael Cocoris
Church of the Open Door
Los Angeles, California
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JIMMY WHO?

James 1 :1
Obviously, a man named James wrote the
book of James. But the problem is there were
several men in the New Testament who were named
James. So we need to ask, Jimmy \Jho7
As an introduction to this book, we need
to know who wrote it, who received it and a bit
about it. In the process there is a lesson to
be learned from all this.
I.

James, the half-brother of Christ wrote
the book.
A.

James the son of Zebedee.
Who wrote the epistle of James?
The author refers to himself twice.
In 1 :1 he refers to himself as a ser
vant and 3:1 he calls himself a teacher.
Beyond that the epistle itself tells
us nothing.
That alone tells us something.
It tells us he must have been well
known at the time, but that does not
solve the problem. For there were
three prominent Jameses in the New
Testament. Let's look at them one by
one to see if we can determine which
one wrote the epistle of James.
The first was James the son of
Zebedee and we know several things
about him. For example, we know that
he was the son of Zebedee, that he was
the elder brother of the apostle John,
that he became an apostle, that he was
one of the inner three, and that he
- 1 -

was the first martyr.
17:1, Acts 12:2).

(cf. Matt. 10:2,

Jesus call this James and his
brother, the sons of Thunder
(Mark 3:17). That is probably because
they were bold, energetic, and
impetuous. I suspect he was a big
man (I cannot prove that) with a
booming personality, and he was in the
inner circle of the apostles, so I 1 m
going to call him James the biggie.
B.

James the son of Alphaeus.
The second James is James the son
of Alphaeus, again we know several
things about him. For example, he
was the son of Alphaeus, he was the
brother of Matthew, he became an
apostle and he was called 11 the less 11
(cf. Matt. 10:3, Mark 15:40).
In the Greek text the word less
means "the little.I! He was either
younger or shorter than James of
Zebedee.

C.

James the son of Joseph.
The third James is the son of
Joseph and Mary. Again, we know
several things about him. He was the
son of Joseph, the half-brother of
Jesus, and he didn't believe in Christ
at first. However, when Jesus appeared
to him he became not only a believer,
but a leader (cf. Matt. 13:55,
John 7:5, I Cor. 15:7, Acts 1 :4, Acts
12:17).
- 2 -

Conclusion:

James was written by the half
brother of Christ. There are
several reasons for concluding
that.
In the first place the
author of this book does not
use a title. The lack of a
title means the author was
well known. James, the half
brother of Christ, qualifies
for he was head of the
Jerusalem church. While the
other two Jameses were well
known, they were not as well
known. Furthermore, James the
son of Zebedee, the only other
Jikely author, is usually
eliminated because of his early
death.
Another clue to the author
ship of this epistle is the
fact that it was written to
scattered Jewish Christians
( 1 :1). Acts paints a picture
of James the half-brother of
Christ being the ruler of the
Jerusalem church. When those
believers were scattered he
was the most likely to write
them.
On top of all of that
the vocabulary of the book
resembles the vocabulary of
James• speech in Acts 15.
Besides, tradition says
that James the half-brother of
Christ was the author. That
tradition was not questioned

- 3 -

Yet the book is obviously written
to Christians (cf. 1 :19, 2:1, 2:7,
5:7). The conclusion is the book was
written to Jewish Christians.

until the reformation when
Martin Luther questioned not
only the authorship of the
epistle, but the very epistle
itself. He called it "a right
strawy epistle" and threw it
out of the New Testament.
Now with all of that in
mind, notice carefully that
in the first verse of the
letter the author identifies
himself as the slave of
Christ. Imagine, he could
have said I am the half
brother (or just brother)
or close family member of
Christ, or for that matter
he could have said he was
head of the church- Rather
he said, I am the slave of
God and of Jesus Christ.
That statement one at the
same time indicates his
humility and his high view
of Christ.
I I.

James wrote to believers experiencing
trials.
A.

They were Jewish Christians.
James 1 :1 indicates that the book
was written to the twelve tribes. That
phrase can either be taken literally,
referring to the Jews, or figuratively
referring to the church. Acts 26:7
indicates that it was used of the Jews
and no where in the New Testament is
the phrase used of the church, so here
it must be referring to the Jews.

- 4-

B.

They were outside Palestine.
These Jewish Christians were
living outside of Palestine. Verse
says they were scattered abroad. The
scattering is the one referred to in
Acts 4:3, 9:2, 11 :9. That is they were
in Syria and perhaps just beyond.

I.
C.

They were experiencing trials.
\.le also know that these Jewish
believers were experiencing trials.
That 1 s obvious from verse 2. They had
trials outside the group and within
their· assemb 1e.
Outside the assemble they were
suffering from social injustice,
although some of them were wealthy
(1 :10) it seems that the majority were
of the laboring class (1 :9, 5:1-8).
These poor laborers were suffering at
the hand of their wealthy employers who
took them before courts (2:6-7) and
wrongfully withheld their wages (5:4).
Within the church some were not
responding properly to their trials,
that is they were not responding with
patience. They were independent,
materialistic and worldly. Consequently,
there were conflicts and complaints.

- 5 -

Conclusion:
James 1 :1 is saying that James came as a
servant· to minister to those who were hurting.
There is a spiritual lesson here. God's servants
serve people. Big shots boss, servants serve.
Which are you?

HOW TO HANDLE TRIALS
James 1 :2-5
When trials come we immediately ask why? If
you are a thoughtful person you probably also
ask, how do I handle this? How does a Christian
handle irritations, disappointments and the griefs
of life.
James tells us how a Christian ought to
handle trials.
I.

The purpose of trials is to train us.
A.

Trials.
The subject of this passage is
trials. James 1 :2 refers to ''divers
temptations. 11 The Greek word temp
tations can either mean: (1) inward
temptations, that is a solicitation to
evil, or (2) outward trials, that is
subjection to affliction. Here it means
trials, - in James 1 :13 the same Greek
word is properly translated temptation.
Divers 11 means various. The Greek
work literally means many colored.
Trials come in colors and shades. Some
are a light grey, like an irritation or
disappointment. Others are 1 ike a dark
black, like a divorce or a death.
11

So James is talking about various
kinds of trials. Everything from little
annoyances, which are part of our every
day experience, to severe suffering.
These trials of 1 ife are unsought, un
expected and unwelcomed.
B.

- 6 -

The purpose of trials is to train.

- 7 -

words, make up your mind to consider
trials as something to be glad about.
But how can a person do that? The key
is in verse 3.

In this paragraph, James is telling
us how to handle trials. In verses
2-8 there are four commands; (1) countverse 2 (2) 1et-verse 4 (3) 1etverse 5 (4) let-verse 6. The first
three of these tell you what to do.
But before we do these things, there is
something else we need to see.

In verse 3 James goes on to say,
knowing this that the trying of your
faith works patience. James can say,
count it all joy because he knows
something. He knows that the ''approved
part of your faith produces endurances 11
(1 iteral translation).

James is talking about trials and
he is telling us how to handle them,
that is obvious. But what might not
be as obvious is that running through
out these verses is the purpose of
trials. So before we study the 11 how 11
of trials, let's look at l!why. 11
Verse 3 says that the trying of
your faith works patience. Verse 4
says, let it work so you can be per
fect and entire. In other 1r1ords, if
you respond properly you end up patient
and perfect. God allows trials then to
come into your life to develop you.
The purpose is to train you, to mature
you, in short, trials are for your
training.
I I.

So rejoice, remain stedfast, and request
wisdom.
A.

Rejoice.
Now let's look at how to handle
trials. Verse 2 says count it all
joy. He does not say the trial itself
is a joy, it may be grievous. Rather,
he exhorts us to count it joy. The
word "count" means to consider. The
way this word is written in the Greek
text, it implies decisiveness. In

- 8 -

Faith then produces endurances.
If you believe, you will endure, if you
endure, you will rejoice. So the bed
rock question is, will you believe God.
Do you believe God has a purpose in your
trial, and will you believe that trials
are for your training?
B.

Remain stedfast.
The second thing James says a.
believer in trials is to do is remain
s tedfas t. He says, "1 et pat i ence 11
(that is endurance) have her perfect
work (1 :4). The word perfect means
reaching its end, finished, complete,
mature, thus James is saying let the
trial have its full effect-attain its
end. But the real point is that a
person must remain stedfast for that
to happen.
James assures us that if we remain
stedfast and believe God, then we will
be "perfect and entire lacking nothing."
Again, perfect means mature, entire
means complete. So, endurance will
make a believer mature (that is fully
developed) and complete (that is with
-

_,
Q
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all of its parts).
C.

SUPPOSE I DON'T?
James 1:6-8

Request wisdom.
know what God is
But how do
trying to develop in me? James answers
that in verse 4. He says if any man
lacks wisdom, let him ask of God.
The answer is, request wisdom.

James urges the believer to trust God, to
rejoice, to endure in the midst of trials. But,
someone may ask, suppose I don't. Then what?
James discusses that in 1 :6-8.
I.

This is not wisdom to 11 get out
of or away from the mess. 11 Rather,
James is referring to the skill to
get through the trial or the wisdom
to be gained from it. When we ask
for that kind of wisdom God graciously
and liberally showers it upon us.
Provided of course, we ask in faith.

Don't debate.
A.

Ask in faith, 1 :6a.
James 1 :6 says ask in faith. The
point James is making is that you
should ask God for wisdom and you
should do it in faith. Faith is the
major key in getting an answer to
prayer (Mark 11 :22-24).

Conclusion:

B.
Since trials are for your training, don't
run. Rather, rejoice, remain stedfast and re
quest wisdom from God.

Then he says, ''Nothing wavering. 11
The wor~ translated wavering in verse
6 is the same Greek word translated
doubt in Mark 11 :23. The person who
is doubting, is being divided, he is
debating within himself. This does
not mean that he has a doubt or two,
or that he is questioning what to do.
One may have intellectual doubts and
questions, that is not the point. The
point is, he is hesitating, he is at
odds with himself. As one commentator
says, he is the man whose "allegance
wavers . 11

Adversity does to our character what fire
does to iron. It refines into steel. Problems
need not impair us they can improve us, provided
we respond properly. A Christian is like a tea
bag, he is not worth much until he has been in
hot water.

II.

If you debate, you will be unsettled.

A.
- 10 -

Don't debate, 1 :6b.

Driven - loss of control.
- 11 -

At this point, James tells why we
sould not debate. The latter part of
verse 6 says, 11 for' i, that is "because. 11
James says, "For he that wavereth is
like a wave of the sea driven with the
wind and tossed" (James 1 : 6c) . In
other words, the one who debates within
himself will be unsettled.
He will be like the wave of the
sea, driven and tossed. The image is
of a sea during a storm, it is wind
driven, the waves tossed against the
rocks. To say that an individual is
driven is to say he has lost control.
B.

Tossed - out of control.

I Peter 3:7 (3) asking amiss-James 4:3.
A believer will not receive an answer to
his prayer if he disobeys r,od, dishonors
his wife, or just asks based on the desires
of his own heart.
But in James 1 the issue is a divided
heart. God wants singleness of heart,
whole heartnedness, commitment. The person
who is debating and doubting is divided.
He is not single hearted or whole hearted.
He will receive nothing from the Lord.
IV.

If you debate you will be unstabled.
A.

There is a third result (This
time there is no "for" but verse 8
is obviously a result and it differs
from the two previous ones which both
begin with for).

But James adds tossed to driven.
If driven implies loss of control,
tossed indicates the individual is
out of control. Isn't it interesting
that even today we refer to going to
bed and tossing and turning.
I I I.

James 1 :8 says a double minded
man is unstable in all of his ways.
The one doubting and debating will end
up unstable in all his ways.

If you debate you will be unanswered.
There a second result (the latter part
of verse 6 begins with the word "for" and
now verse / does the same, these '!fors"
indicate an explanation). James says, "For
let not that man think that he will receive
anything? the Lord." In the Greek text
the word "that" is emphatic. ''That man" is
the one debating and being driven. He will
receive nothing from the Lord. He will not
only be unsettled, he will be unanswered.
There are many reasons given in the
Scriptures for unanswered prayer: (l) sin
Psalms 66:18 (2) mistreating your wife- 12 -

The one debating is double minded.

The double minded man is one who
has two hearts, two minds. One who
wants to trust r,od on the one hand,
and trust himself on the other.
B.

The double minded is unstable.
Such a person is unstable. This
particular Greek word was used of a
political disturbance. Just as student
riots can cause instability in a
country, so there can be unrest in the
one who is divided before God. He is
- 13 -

SUPPOSE I D07
unsettled, unsteady, and unstabled.
He is fickled and faltering, staggering,
reeling, like a drunk man.
C.

The double minded is unstable in all
his ways.
The emphasis of verse 8 is in the
latter part of the verse-in all of his
ways. Double mindedness effects all
that he does.
A trial in one area can and does
effect the whole life of the individual.
Pressure at work can cause problems at
home. Trouble at home causes tension
at work. A wayward son can cause an
individual to worry, which in turn
will effect him at work, at home and
at church.

James 1 :9-12
James begins his book by telling us how to
respond to trials. The believer is to rejoice,
remain stedfast, and request wisdom.
He then tells us what will happen if we
don't respond properly. We will be unsettled,
unanswered, and unstable. But suppose we do
respond properly. Then what? That is what
James tells us in 1 :9-12.
James 1:9-11 contain two illustrations.
It is as if James says, "Let me illustrate." Verse
12 is a conclusion to the paragraph. It gives
us sever a 1 incentives. But these verses together
gives us three reasons why we should respond
properly to trials. That is they tells us three
things we gain from them if we respond properly.
I.

If you trsut God you will be rejoicing.
A.

Conclusion:
God allows trials to come into your life
to develop your character. He wants you to trust
Him. If you do you wi 11 rejoice, remain sted
fast, and request wisdom all in faith. But if
you don't, if you doubt and debate, you will
end up unsettled, unanswered and unstable.

You wil1 be rejoicing.
James 1 :9 says, "Let the brother
of low degree rejoice in that he is
exa 1ted. '' Verse 12 begins, "B 1essed
is the man ... " These verses remind us
of the exhortation in verse 2 to ''Count
it all joy. 11 The point is that if a
person is trusting God in the midst
of his trial, he will be rejoicing.
The word "blessed" in verse 12
means happy. The ancient Greeks called
the island of Cyprus the happy island.
They believed that it was so lovely,
so rich, so fertile, that a man could
never need to go beyond its coasts to
find the perfect 1y happy 1 i fe. It had
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such a climate, such fruit, and flowers,
such minerals and materials that it
contained within itself all that was
needed for perfect happiness. The word
blessed then describes the joy which
has the secret within itself, that joy
which is self contained, that joy
which is completely independent of all
chances and changes of life.

to James, 11 • • • in that he is exalted.''
What does that mean?
If you are poor no one pays any
attention to you. The kings of the
earth usually ignore the poverty
stricken. When some politicians want
publicity (and votes) they talk about
what they will do for the poor, but
once in office they rarely, if ever,
consult with the have nots.

Likewise, the man who has properly
responded to trials, has an inward
self contained joy and happiness that
is independent of outward circumatances.
B.

Such happiness is the result of a
choice.
How does a beliver get such
happiness? The answer is he chooses
it. Remember verse 2 says, count it
all joy. Verse 9 adds, let him rejoice.
Frankly, you can choose the pit of pity
or the hill of happiness. But wherever
you choose to dwell, it will be your
choice.

I I.

If you trust God, you will be refined.
A.

But if you were poor and a
Christian, the God of the universe is
interested enough in your life that He
is sending trials to mould it, shape
it and form it. That's exaltation.
So rejoice, boast, glory, your trials
are a sign that God is developing you ..

A poor Christian can rejoice because
he is exalted.
Verse 9 says, let the brother
(that is a Christian) of low degree
(that is the Christian of humble
circumstances-not lowly in inner spirit
but lowly in outward circumstances)
reJ01ce. It is no fun to be poor, so
how can James say the poor Christian
can rejoice? The answer is, according
- 16 -

B.

A rich Christian can rejoice in that he
is made low.
James gives another illustration,
this time of a rich man. Verse 10 says,
"But the rich in that he is made low."
Again, this does not mean low in spirit,
but made low in outward circumstances.
That is he has lost his wealth.
What! A rich man is to rejoice
over a loss of his wealth? Perhaps
a sudden loss of wealth is even a
greater trial than poverty. The poor
have grown up with it and have gotten
use to it, of a sudden plunge into it
is perhaps worse. How can James say
that? The answer is in verse 10,
"Because as the flower of the grass
he shall pass away. 11 This is a quote
from Isiah 40:6. The point is the

- 17 -

builds his life on the Lord instead of
his loot, he would rejoice over the ex
perience. Sweet is the lesson learned
from bitter experience.

wealth of the world passes away, the
flower of the field passes away. The
lesson of life is you pass away.
James amplifies this by referring
to something that happened in Palestine
(1 :11). In the spring of the year
after a refreshing shower of rain,
green shoots of grass sprout up. But
in Palestine there is a phenomenon
known as the sirocco, that is the nor
mal heat of the sun is hightened by
a scorching southeast wind. It comes
straight from the desert and it bursts
on Palestine like a blase of hot air
from an open oven. It is 1 ike the
wind shift in southern California when
the wind comes from the desert instead
of the ocean. When that happened in
Palestine, those new baldes of grass
would wilt, wither, fade, fall and die.
James is saying that's how it is
with a man (1:10) and his money (1:11).
Neither he nor it is permanent, both
are passing. In an instant they can
fade away from him, and he can be
taken away from it. So even though a
rich man looses his money, he can
rejoice, he has learned a vital lesson
of life. Money is not permanent, it is
passing.
Some might respond, 11 1 'd rather
have the loot than the lesson." You
wouldn't say that if you had any sense.
You see, the person who has money tends
to trust it, the Lord designs special
trials for them to teach them that
money is part of the passing, and not
part of the permanent. If the result
of that kind of trial is that a person
- 18 -

I I I.

If you trust God

you will be rewarded.

James also says, you will be rewarded
later (1 :12). The one who endures trials
receives the crown of life.
What is a crown of life? In the ancient.
world there was a crown of leaves, a crown
of flowers and a crown of gold. The crown
of leaves was worn by the victor at the games,
the crown of flowers was won at the time of
joy, like a wedding, the crown of gold was
worn by the king. There was a crown of
victory, a crown of gaiety, and a crown of
royalty.
James says the one who endures trials
will receive a crown of life. The Greek
phrase means 11 A crown 1r,h i ch consists of
1 ife 11 , not leaves, not flO\'llers, not gold,
but life. But what does that mean?
Candidly, I'm not sure. Perhaps it includes
al 1 the things an ancient crown stood for:
victory, joy, and royalty.
But the point of the passage is clear.
If we endure trials God is going to reward
us. He will give us a crown, this is the
well done my good and faithful servant
Jesus talked about.
Conclusion:
If a believer responds properly to his trials,
that is if he trusts God, if he rejoices, remains
stedfast, and requests wisdom, he will be refined,
rejoicing and rewarded.
- 19 -

IT'S ALL GOD'S FAULT
James 1:13-18

His reasoning goes something like this.
lf God could be tempted, then He has
a capacity for sin and could tempt us,
but if God cannot be tempted He has no
capacity for sin and cannot tempt us. 11
11

At some time or another, every believer has
probably been caught in a situation in which he
was tempted to blame God. He thought something
1 i ke II If God had not a 11 owed this ... or God cou 1d
have prevented this, but He didn't". All of us
have probably thought and even said something
similar. James has something to say about that.

Let me put it like this. What is
God like? The Bible says that He is
holy, set apart from sin, He is light,
in Him is no darkness at all. Since
that is the nature of God He cannot be
tempted. There is nothing within Him
to want to sin. There is nothing in
Him for sin to appeal to, or get a hold
of. God can no more sin than a batchelor
can beat his wife.

In James 1:2-12 he tells us that trials come
from God. Then he immediately reminds us that
we should not blame God for temptation (1:13).
In other words, in 1 :2-12 James is discussinq
outward trials, that is subjection to suffering.
But in 1:13-18 he discusses inward temptation,
that is the solicitation to evil. By putting
these two subjects side by side, James is telling
us something. He is suggesting that within
every trial is a temptation.
But it's more serious than that, the real
danger is that you might conclude that since
God sent the trial He also sent the temptation.
In other words, it's all His fault. James warns
that is going too far. The trial may be from
God, the temptation is not. Don't blame Him.
Then James gives us three reasons why we should
not.
I.

The nature of God, 1:13.
not from God.
A.

Temptation is

God cannot be tempted.
The first reason James gives for
not blaming God for temptation is the
nature of God Himself. He says in
1 :13 God cannot be tempted with evil.
- 20 -

B.

God cannot tempt anyone.
James adds neither tempts He any
man. It is not His nature. He cannot
be tempted, nor can He tempt.

I I.

The nature of temptation, 1:14-15.
A.

Step one: temptation.
The second reason that a believer
should not blame God for temptation is
the nature of temptation itself. In
verses 14-15 James discusses the nature
of temptation and sin. He gives the
origin of the specie on the subject of
sin. Actually, he breaks it down into
three steps: temptation, sin and death.
Let's look at each step.
Verse 14 gives us step one:
temptation. James says temptation
takes place when a man is "drawn away
- 21 -

of his own lust and inticed. 11 The
phrase "of his own 1us t' 1 means from
his own desires. James is declaring
that temptation is from us, not God.

and I not only desire to have it, but
I actually choose to take it (note
carefully I have not yet touched it)
I have sinned.

According to James 1 :14 temptation
consists of two elements: (1) my
desire (2) bait (the word enticed
literally means bait). When I see
money which belongs to someone else
(bait) the desire to take it for myself,
I am tempted.
B.

C.

The 1rmrd "finished" in verse 15
means to bring to maturity. That takes
time, 18-21 years, In other words, when
sin is repeated over a long period of
time, the result is death. I take it.
James is talking about physical death
(cf. I Car. 11 :30). When I see ~oney that
belongs to somebody else and I choose to
take it and do so over and over again, the
ultimate· result will be death.

James 1 :15 describes the nature
of sin. It says, "Then when lust hath
concieved, it brings forth sin." Like
temptation, sin consists of two
elements: (1) desire (2) conception.
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Death.

James 1 :15 gives us the third step,
death. The latter part of that verse
says, 11 And sin when it is finished
brings forth death. 11 Death, too,
consists of two things: (1) repeated
sin
( 2 ) t i me .

Step two. Sin.

In order to convey the concept,
James is using the imagery of concept
ion and birth. Lust or literally
11 desire 11
is pictured as a \oJOmb of the
woman. The problem with his image is
that something is 1ef t out. In order
for there to be conception, seed must
enter the womb. James does not refer
to the seed as such, but it is in the
very nature of his image. The question
is, what does the seed stand for? Some
say meditation, if we think on a sin
long enough there will be conception.
Others conclude that it is "the will . 11
Thus, James is saying that when desire
is united with choice, there is sin.
Therefore to be more accurate we would
say that sin consists of two things:
(1) desire (2) choice. When I see
money which belongs to someone else

Step three.

111.

The nature of God's gifts, 1 :16-18.
James 1 :16 says, "Do not err, my be
loved brethern. 11 That is a reference to
James 1 :13-15. The man who says God is the
source of temptation is going astray.
James says don't be like a ship going off
course.
A.

God gives good and perfect gifts.
James 1:17 says every good and
perfect gift comes from above. Good
implies that which is useful and
functional, perfect means complete,
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that which has no defect. All of God's
gifts are good and perfect, therefore
He could not give temptation or sin.
B.

God never changes.
Furthermore, r.od never changes.
Verse 17 says He is the Father of
lights with whom there is no variable
ness, that is change, nor shadow caused
by turning. The heavenly lights-the
sun, the moon, and the stars at least
appear to change, but God is light that
never changes or turns.
I may give a good and perfect gift
at one time, and a bad or imperfect
gift the next time. God not only gives
good gifts, but He never changes. He
always gives good gifts.

C.

Conclusion:
When you are tempted, don't blame God.
Temptation does not come from Him. The nature
of God, the nature of temptation and the nature
of God's gift prove that.
Notice that in James 1:2-12 we are told that
trials come from God and lead to life. We need
to learn from them. But in James 1 :13-18 we are
informed that temptation comes from us and leads
to death, so don't blame God.
I have found it helpful in my own personal
life and in counseling to distinguish between
what is a trial and what is a temptation.

God gives salvation.
James 1 :18 is an illustration of
one of God's perfect gift. It is the
gift of salvation. He chose to give
us this gift (cf. "Of His own will").
The gift itself is our birth into His
family. Furthermore, we are the first
fruits of His creatures. This gift is
so good, He would like to do this
throughout all His _creation.
But the point is that the nature
of God's gifts is that they are good
gifts. And since God only gives good
gifts, He would not give us anything
like temptation.
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MAKING THE MOST OF TROUBLE

.,You're not listening to me" (literally
translated, "You're not obeying me'').
James wants us to hear and heed God's
word.

James 1 : 19-20
If we are to learn from trials then let's
make the most of it. But how do we do that?
B.

James seems to be answering that very
question in 1:19-20. Verse 19 begins with
"wherefore." In other words, in verses 2-12
James says trials come from God and are to teach
us and lead us to 1 ife. In 1 :13-18 he said,
temptation comes from us and leads to death.
Now, ''wherefore' 1 s i nee tr i a 1s come f ram God to
mature us, this is what we ought to do.

The next thing James says is to
slow to speak. When people have
problems and get under pressure, they
usually spout off at the mouth. Show
me a man who is undergoing a heavy trial
and I will show you a man who is talking.
James does not say that we should
not talk at all, rather he says be slow
to speak. When you're under pressure
you can become so preoccupied with your
own preconcevied ideas that you don't
hear any new ideas, or worse yet, God's
ideas. So, since you can't talk and
listen at the same time, shut up so you
can hear (cf. Proverbs 29:11) ..

But the problem is that 1 :2-5 told us what
to do, now 19-20 tells us what to do. What's
the difference? In my personal opinion the
basic difference is this. James 1 :2-5 tells us
how to learn from trials, James 1:19-20 tells
us how to get the most out of trials. So , let's
see how to make the most of our trials.
I.

Don't be controlled by anger but by the
word.
A.

Keep in mind that James is talking
about trials. The point then is when
you are in a trial be swift to hear and
slow to speak. As an old Indian proverb
says, 11 \./hen going through deep waters
very necessary to keep mouth closed.''
Or as someone else has said, God gave
you two ears and one mouth. That means
He wants you to listen twice as much as
you talk.

Swift to hear.
The first thing James says is be
swift to hear. This is not referring
to social interaction. That is hearing
your family and friends. This is a
spiritual injunction. Hear the word
of God.
The word ''hear" here means "heed.''
James 1 :22 makes that clear. What
James is saying is that in a trial be
quick to hear and heed the word of God,
in short, obey God. It I s 1 i ke a
mother saying to a disobedient child,
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Slow to speak.

I

C.

Slow to anger.
Next, James says be slow to wrath.
The Greek text literally says be slow
to anger. Notice carefully he does not
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say don't be angry at all, he says
be slow to anger. As a matter of
fact, Paul says, be angry and sin not
(Eph. 4:26).

I I.

Because your anger will not produce
righteousness.
A.

When we are in a trial we have a
tendency to be quick to get angry and
slow to deal with it. James says it
ought to be the other way around. Or
as someone else has suggested, no
matter how bad the situation is you
can always lose your temper and make
it worse.

In verse 20 James says "For the
wrath (literally anger) of man works
not the righteousness of God. The word
"for" means because. This verse is
clearly related to at least the last
clause in verse 19 and probably all of
verse 19. But the point of verse 20
is that the anger of man is not going
to produce the righteousness of God.
The righteousness of God is that
righteousness which conforms to His
standard. It is the maturity mentioned
in James 1 :4.
Thus, James is saying the reason
we should be swift to hear, and slow to
anger is because when we get angry,
God's purpose (righteousness) will not
be produced in our lives. After all,
if God designed a trial whereby a rich
man could lose his money so that he
could gain spiritual riches and he
gets bitter and angry over the loss,
he will not gain the spiritual in
sight.

If all anger is not sin, how do
we handle it? There are four things
a person can do with anger.
(1)

Express it-that is you blow
up. That is usually socially
damaging. Loosing your temper
is no way to get rid of it.

(2)

Repress it-that is you clam· up.
That is usually psychologically
damaging.

(3)

Suppress it-that is you lock
it up and forget it. This is
always psychologically
damaging.

(4)

Confess it-that is control it
and let it out slowly. Do what
Jonah did. Tell it to the Lord
(Jonah 4:1-2). (I don't mean
to imply by confess it that it
is a sin. I have just said all
anger is not sin, remember we
co~fess the Lord Jesus as well
as confess sin).
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Anger prevents learning (righteousness).

B.

Obedience produces learning (righteous
ness).
Verse 20 is stated negatively.
But there is a abvious opposite and
positive point. That if angry prevents
righteousness, not getting angry ( or
dealing properly with the anger) and
hearing and heeding God's word produces
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righteousness (cf. Rom. 6:16).
Obviously, if the rich man didn't get
bitter and if he obeyed God, he would
gain the practical righteous lesson
that God has for him.
This is why I say the verse is
telling us how to get the most out of
trials. Your immediate response needs
to be rejoicing, remaining stedfast,
and requesting wisdom. But to get the
wisdom, you must obey God's word.
That's the way God's righteousness will
be worked out in your life.

HOW TO HEAR GOD SPEAK
James 1 :21-25
James chapter 1 teaches that
to gain wisdom from our trials. In
James says, if any man lacks wisdom
ask of God, and God would liberally
him.

But how do we hear God's wisdom? If God
wants to give us wisdom, how does He do it?
James seems to be answering that very question
in 1:21-25.
I.

Conclusion:

God wants us
verse 5
he should
give it to

Put away sin 1 :21a.
A.

Put away filth.
The first thing James says is,
lay apart all filthiness and super
fluity of naughtiness. Simply put, put
away sin.

Be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to
wrath, so that God's practical righteousness can
be produced in your life.
By the way, James 1 :19 can outline the book
of James.

James uses two words in this verse
to refer.to sin: filthiness and super
fluity of naughtiness. Filthiness
means just that: dirty, filthy. It
was used of a dirty, filthy, badly
soiled shabby coat. Here it is used
of moral defilement.

Swift to hear 1 :21-2:26
Slow to speak 3:1-13
Slow to wrath 4:1-5:12

B.

Put away malice.
The second phrase James uses to
refer to sin is "superfluity of
naughtiness." Superfluity of course
means abuandant or surplus. Naughti
ness can mean either badness or malice.
In the New Testament it seems to be
malice, that is an attitude of spite
toward someone. Thus, James is saying
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put away that abundance or overflow of
malice.
11.

Receive the \'lord 1 :21b.
A.

Receive the word with meekness.

to the word of God it will save his
life from damage.
I I I.

Do the word 1:22-25.
A.

The second thing James says one
must do to hear God speak is to receive
the word. It is to be received with
meekness. In this passage the word
meekness seems to be referring to
someone who has a teachable spirit.
B.

In verses 22-25 James gives us the
third thing we must do to hear God
speak. We must do what the word of
God says. In the verses he gives us
several reasons for doing what God
commands us in the Scripture.

Receive the word and save your life.
James adds that one is to receive
the word with meekness, the engrafted
word, which is able to save his soul.
Engrafted means rooted and planted.
The word of God is an implanted or
rooted word. When planted in the soil
of your soul, it takes root, grows
and produces fruit.
But what does James mean when he
says that this implanted word will
save our souls? When Christians in the
20th century hear the expression "the
saving of a soul" they immediately
think of salvation from damnation. But
evidently that's not exactly what James
has in mind. In the first place, the
word "soul" means life. Furthermore,
the context here is not about a sinner
getting saved from hell, but about a
saint in his sin. In this passage,
James is saying that sin is filthy, it
gets believers dirty, it does damage.
However, if a believer takes heed
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Because to hear and not do is to end
up deceived.

First, if we should hear and not
do what God says we will end up
deceived (cf. verses 22-24).
B.

Because to hear and do is to be blessed.
The second reason James gives for
doing w~at the Scripture says is in
verse 25. If a believer looks into the
perfect law of liberty and continues
in it, that man will be blessed.

Conclusion:
In order to hear God speak a believer must
put away sin, receive the word with meekness and
do what the word says. The bottom line is we
hear God speak through His word. So when you
are in a trial make sure you are in the word and
under it.
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THE REAL THING

B.

James 1:26-27

Notice that James says that he
is religious. The word refers to the
externa 1 aspects of worship, It seems
to describe a scrupulous attention to
the details of formal worship. Thus,
James is saying this person thinks he
has the real thing because of the
ritual of religion.

Do you have the real thing spiritually?
I 1m not exactly talking about the true verses
the false. I 1m talking more about the real
verses a substitue for something similar, but
not the real thing.
Let me put it like this. A non-Christian
can be deceived into thinking that a religious
cult is the real thing, when in reality it is
not the rea 1 thing at a 11 • It is not even c 1ose.

He has the ritual of religion.

C.

He does not control his tongue.

Sut it is also possible for a Christian
to be deceived into thinking that his brand of
Christianity is the real thing, when in reality
it is not, it may be close but not exactly the
biblical brand.

This believer who faithfully
attends church thinks that he's OK
spiritually, but he isn't. The indi
cation of that is that he cannot con
trol his tongue (1 :26).

Do you as a Christian have the real thing?
I 1m not asking are you a Christian, I'm
assuming you are. I 1m asking if you have the
real thing when it comes to the spiritual life.
You see, James chapter 1 talks about the
possibility of a believer being deceived.

This believer thinks he is
spiritual because he goes through the
rituals of religion. As Doctor James
says, 11 Stick out your tongue and let me
see how healthy you really are. 11 You
can generally tell the metal of a bell
by the sound of the clapper.

I.

The substitue is useless.
A.

Some think they have pure religion.
James indicates that it is
possible for a believer to think that
he has the real thing and not really
possess it at a 11. He says, 11 If any
man among you seems to be
religious ... 11 (James 1 :26). In
other words, this man thinks he has
the real thing, but obviously doesn't.
Now how could such a thing happen?
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D.

He deceives himslef.
This fellow also has another pro
blem. He not does not control his
tongue, he deceives himself. He totally
ignores his lack of tongue control and
remembers his religious ritual and
decides he is OK.
It is one thing to have a tongue
prob 1em and know it. It is another
thing to have a tongue problem and
ignore it, and on top of that actually
decide that you're spiritual. This
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person is self deceived. If you think
you're spiritual and don't control
your tongue, you are likewise deceived.
E.

His religion is useless.
Consequently, this believer's
religion is vain, a word which
literally means to be useless. Going
through the rituals of religion is not
where i t i s at.

I I.

The real thing.
A.

The real thing is pure and undefiled.
James goes on to tell us about
the real thing. He says that pure
religion and undefiled before God
and the Father is this, to visit the
fatherless and widows in their
affliction and to keep himself un
spotted from the world (James 1 :27).
Notice carefully, this verse does
not say 11 true 11 , but rather "pure. 11
Technically, James is not talking
about the true verses the false he is
talking about the pure verses the
inpure, or the real verses a sub
stitute.

B.

people. This is not check book charity.
It is not sufficient to make some
allocation of available funds and feel
the responsibility is done. This de
mands personal concern and personal
involvement with people.
C.

The real thing consist in personal
sanctification.
James also says that he keeps
himself unspotted from the world.
Technically, the word 11 and 11 is not in
the Greek text. These two things are
connected. If you are helping people
you will be unspotted from the world,
that is if you are involved with help
ing people as unto the Lord, then you
will not be leaving Him out.

Conclusion:
Some people think they have the real thing,
but they really have a substitute. They are
deceived by ritual. Their religion is useless.
The real thing is in personal service and in
personal sanctification. The bottom line is
involvement with and helping people.

The real thing consists of personal
service.
James describes pure religion as
visiting the fatherless and widows in
their affliction. The point is that
if you have the real thing, you will
be personally involved in helping
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PARTIALITY, PREJUDICE AND THE
PRACTICE OF MERCY

(except the middle finger). As a matter
of fact, they would wear rings (plural)
on every finger. If they didn't have
enough they would even rent them.
Furthermore, James says he had on goodty
apparel, that is bright and brilliant
clothes.

James 2:1-13
Unfortunately, prejudice has crept into
the church. Let's face it, it's here. What
does God say about it and how has it affected
you?
I.

He goes on to say that another
comes into the assembly with vile
arrayment, that is shabby, filthy and
dirty clothes. The fellow is obviously
poor.

The problem: partiality is poor thinking
2:1-4.
A.

The problem is partiality.
James exhorts believers not to
have the faith of Christ with respect
of persons. The faith of Christ is to
believe that Christ moved by mercy,
died for every human in the world.
Now, James says don't hold to that,
and at the same time have respect of
persons. The phrase respect of
persons literally means to "receive
by face" refers to judging a person
by outward standards. In other words,
Jesus died for everyone. Before Him,
the Lord of glory, were all sinners
in need of mercy. Before Him, all
race, rank and reputation vanishes.

B.

Mow James says don't have respect
of persons (2:3). If you judge by some
superficial outward standard, you would
give the best seat to the rich man and
would say to the poor man, sit here
under my foot stool. By the way, notice
the rich man gets the best seat, the
poor man sits on the floor. It is not
that there are no more seats left, the
usher was sitting in one because he says
to the poor man sit by my foot stool.
The least he could have done was give
the poor man his own seat. But the point
is, the usher was partial to the rich
man, based on his outward appearance,
the gold ring and costly clothes.

Partiality favors the rich.
At this point in the passage
James gives us an illustration, the
case of the near sighted usher.
Let's suppose, James says, a man
comes to your church wearing a gold
ring, which was a sign of wealth. In
the ancient world the wealthy would
sometimes wear a ring on every finger
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C.

Partiality is poor thinking.
James charges, are you not then
partial, that is, making distinction?
The point of course is that you make
those disctinction based on wrong
standards. The standard of outward
appearance. James says that is poor
thinking. You have become judges of
evil thoughts which means that you
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have set yourself up as judge and you
have evil and wicked thoughts.
II.

and these are the very people you are
partial to, that doesn't even make
sense.

The point: partiality is contrary to the
faith.
A.

C.

Partiality is contrary to the choice
of God 2:5-6a.

But someone may object, I was
only loving the rich man. It's as if
James is responding in verse 8 by
saying, if you fulfilled the royal
law of the Scripture to love your
neighbor as yourself, that's great
(cf. 2:8, Lev.19-18).

At this point in the passage
James gives three reasons why it is
wrong for a believer to practice
partiality. His first reason is that
it is contrary to the choice of God.
God chooses the poor who are rich in
faith, He does not look at outward
circumstances, but at inner attitudes.
When we are partial we choose based
on outward appearance and make our
choices contrary to the method used
by God.
B.

But James goes on to say, if you
are partial you have broken the law.
It's as if he says, you quoted
Leviticus 19:18 which says love your
neighbor, but look at Leviticus 19:15
which says, thous shalt not have
respect of persons of the poor. That's
the law you broke.

Partiality is contrary to common sense
2:6b-7.
The second reason James gives why
it is wrong to practice partiality is
that it is contrary to common sense.
He says that in this case rich men
were oppressing them. He does not
tells us what the oppression was, but
evidently they were giving believers
a difficult time. This much we do
know, they were taking believers to
court (cf. 2:6). Then he says they
were blaspheming the very name by
which they were called (cf. 2:7).
Now look, James says, there is
oppression,imprisonment and blasphemy
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Partiality is contrary to the command
of Scripture 2:8-11.

So if you keep one law and break
another, you still have broken the law
(cf. 2:10). If you keep the law of
love, great. But, if you are partial
you have broken another law. You
see, partiality is contrary to the
Scripture.
I I I.

The principle: The practice of mercy is
consistent with the faith.
A.

Show mercy.
So what is the conclusion. It
would seem that the conclusion should
be don't be partial, and that of course
is true. But it's not the whole truth,
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that's the negative side. James con
cludes in verses 12-13 with the
positive side. He concludes by saying,
in essence, show mercy.
He says in verse 12, look, you are
going to be judged so speak and act as
those who will be judged. What will we
be judged for? Verse 13 says for
showing mercy. So the real point is
don't be partial, rather show mercy.
B.

Receive mercy.
But James adds another thought
to this. He also says in verse 13,
if you don't have mercy on others
when it comes time for the judgment
God will not have mercy on you. But
if you have mercy on others, then
when you are judged you will receive
mercy because mercy rejoices against
judgment. Wow! The way you treat
others is the way God will treat you!

JUSTIFICATION BY WORKS
James 2:14-26
Salvation is by faith. If the New Testament
teaches anything, it teaches that. Jesus taught
that, Peter taught that, James taught that, and
Paul taught that.
Salvation is by faith and not by works. You
do not have to work your way to heaven (the
reality is you cannot work your way to heaven).
Jesus said to the dying thief, "Today you will be
with me in Paradise. 11
If all of that is true, why not just trust
Christ and do nothing? Why not just sit? Why
work?
A number of answers could be given to that
question. James gives us one answer in James
2:14-26. The subject of this passage is faith.
That is, faith that is alone and without works
(notice carefully the subject is not faith verses
works, but faith with works verses faith without
works).
I.

Conclusion:
Since Christ died for all, don't be partial
but show mercy.

The principle: Faith without works is
unpfofitable .. 2:14-17.
A.

The question: Can faith without works
profit?
James begins by asking a question:
"What doth it profit my brethern though
a man say he hath faith and have not
works, can faith save him? 11 (2:14).
The question in these verses is, can
faith without works profit an
individual? (cf. 2:16).
The problem is that James says
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Can faith without works save? 11 The
minute we hear the word save we think
of a soul being saved from hell, but
that is not what James is talking about.
The word save occurs five times in his
ep is t 1e (cf. 1 : 21 , 2: 14, 4: 12, 5 ·: 15
5:20). Every time James used the word
saved it seems to refer to the saving
of a temporal life, not the saving of
an eternal soul. For example, 5:6-15
says the prayer of faith shall save the
sick. James uses the term saved to
talk about saving a life from damage,
not saving a soul from damnation.
So James is asking can faith without
works save your life from something.
The questions is from what?

James• illustration is this: If
you see a brother or sister lacking the
very necessities of life, clothes and
food and simply say ndepart in peace 1 '
without helping him, what does that
profit~? (cf. 2:15-16). James is
saying words are not of much profit
if there are no works. On the other
hand, if you were to feed and clothe
the needy brother, that is have good
works, you would have profit, that is
at the judgment you would be rewarded.

11

He is asking can you save your
life from being wasted. Let me put
it l i ke this. In verse 13 James told us
that if we do not show mercy (that is
have works) we will be judged without mercy. tJow James say in verse
14 can faith without works save you,
that is save your life from being
wasted-not rewarded.
The point has to do with profit.
Will your life be profitable so that
you will be rewarded at the judgment
or will it be unprofitable. James
asks, if all you have is faith will
that profit you at the judgment?
What we need is an illustration.
James supplies just that.
B.

The illustration:
is unprofitable.
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Faith without works

C.

The conclusion, faith without works is
dead.
James concludes this part of the
discussion in verse 17. He says faith
if it has not works is dead being alone.
If all you have is faith, and have no
works then that kind of faith is dead.
The Greek word for dead means
inoperative, devoid of power. It is
used in Romans 7:8 where Paul says,
11 For without
the law sin was dead. 11
In other words, that kind of faith has
no life, no ability to profit you, no
ability to get you a reward at the
judgment.
The ultimate question in this
passage is can dead faith get you to
heaven? (That is can faith without
works get you to heaven). My answer
is an emphatic yes. Remember, the
subject of this passage is not faith
verses works, but faith without works
verses faith with works. Faith with
out works is able to get you to heaven,
it is not able to get you rewarded.
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I have just made.it will sound like
he is saying the same thing twice:
(l) show me your faith out of your
works and (2) I wi 11 show you my faith
by my works. Granted, there is no
difference in English. But in Greek
there is. In Greek he changes the
order of words. In one he starts with
faith, the other he starts with works.

In I Corinthians 3:11-15 Paul
says, if all your works are burned you
will be saved yet so as by fire. James
is calling that kind of person a person
with faith whose faith is dead, that
is inoperative, devoid of power to get
the person any reward.
I I.

The protest: There is no relationship
between faith and works. 2:18-19.
A.

The objector seems to be saying,
you start with faith and show me your
works, I start with my works and show
you my faith. What he really means is
I don't believe you can do it, I don't
think there is a relationship between
faith and works. One Greek Professor
explains the verse this way. "But the
underlying assumption is, of course,
that neither of these things can be
done...
After all, who could take a
set of deeds, however noble they might
be, and show from them his creed. One
must sti-11 ~he has faith (cf. verse
14) even when his works are lacking.
Yet, impossible though it would seem
to be "act out" ones faith by any
concieveable set of deeds, the objector
(in irony) offers to do it provided
that James starting with some statement
of his faith can show how faith is
reflected in works. But though it is
the easier of the two tasks James
cannot even do this much, his opponent
is quite sure."

The objection.
At this point James introduces
an objection. Verse 18 begins by
saying 11 Yea, a man may say." That
phrase introduces an objection. That's
important, some say this phrase intro
duces an ally, but it always introduces
an objection.
Well, what is the objection? The
objector says, "You have faith and I
have works." (If you stop at this
point you will conclude that the issue
is faith verses works, but that is not
true. Read the verse 18 correctly and
you will see that it is obvious that
both have faith).
The next phrase in verse 18 says,
"Show me your faith without your works."
The word "without" is a problem. Some
Greek manuscripts do have the word
"without" in them, but others contain
the word 11out of." Without getting
technical, let me simply say that I
believe the reading here should be
"out of.''
Now if you take the change that
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B.

The illustration.
The objector then gives an
illustration (2:19). He says you
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have faith, you do well (literally
you do good, right). That is because
you believe you do good works. But he
says let me show you that there is not
necessarily any relationship between
faith and works. The devils also
believe, but they don't do good they
just tremble. You see then there is
no relationship between faith and
works.
I I I.

In verse 22 he says, "You see how
faith wrought with his works. 11
UNDERLINE THAT! This is James' point.
Simply put, there is a relationship
between faith and works. The two work
together!
James continues by saying, faith
not only works with works but faith is
made perfect, that is mature, by works.
As one works, his faith grows and
matures. So when works are added to
faith, there is profit.

The proof: There is a relationship between
faith and works. 2:20-23.
A.

The statement.
In 2:20-23 James answers the
objector. It is obvious that is what
is happening, because the word !Iman';
in verse 20 is in the singular as is
the word r:you" in verse 22. But when
we get the verse 24 the word 'iyou" is
in the plural. The conclusion is
obvious. James is answering the ob
jector in verses 20-22 and returns to
the reader in verse 24.
In order to present what he says
as simply as possible, I'm not going
to take the verses in order, rather
I want you to notice that the answer
consists of two elements, some
statements and an illustration. Let's
begin with the statements.
In verse 20 he says faith with
out works is dead. In essence, he is
saying there is a relationship between
faith and works. If there is no works
the faith has no life, that is no
ability to be profitable.
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B.

The illustration.
James also gives an illustration.
Abraham illustrates that there is a
relationship and what the relationship
is. In verse 23 James says, Abraham
believed God and it was accounted to
him for righteousness. That is a quote
from Genesis 15:6 (notice very care
fully, James taught that salvation is
by faith). But in verse 21 James tells
us that Abraham offered Isaac, that's
a reference to Genesis 22 and it
happened years after Abraham was
justified by faith.
But be that as it may, James said
that Abraham was justified by works.
What does he mean by that? To un
scramble this complicated passage, note
the following: Romans 4:5 says that
justification by faith is before God,
not before men. James 2 is teaching
that justification by works is before
men, not before God.
James' point is that there is a
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I

relationship between faith and works.
When you add works to faith men can
see that you have faith.
IV.

The point: There is a raltionship between
faith and works. 2:24-26.
A.

The statement.
In verses 20-23 James has been
answering the protester, now in
verses 24-26 he gives his conclusion.
He returns and speaks directly to his
readers (remember the 11 you 11 in verse
24 is in the plural).

the body is alive, likewise works
demonstrates that faith is alive.
Conclusion:
Faith without works is dead, that is it has
no life, no ability to be profitable, to be
perfecterl, or to be perceived by others. To
put it very simply, faith needs works to be
profitable, to be perfected and to be perceived
by others.

~lot ice ca refu 11 y, he says, 11 You
see .not "God sees. 11 You see, that a
man is justified by works and not by
just having faith. Faith is demon
strated before men by works, not
simply by saying I have faith.
11

B.

The illustrations.
James gives his readers several
i 11 ustrat ions. First, is Rahab the
harlot. She had faith, but we see
her faith by what she did.
He ends by giving one last
illustration. Most get this one
backwards. They think of the body
as works and the spirit as faith.
Thus, when the spirit comes into the
body, the body is made alive. But
that is not what he is saying,
rather he is saying the body is faith,
now how do you know it is alive?
That is it has spirit? The answer is
it breathes. Breathing demonstrates
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ORDER FORM
Please send me the following cassette tapes from
the current series on James:
[ ] JAMES •••.••••••••••••••..•••••••....•• $30.00

[ ] Volume 1 ($16.00)
[]
[]
[]
[]
[ ]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Jimmy Who?
How To Handle Trials
Suppose I Don't?
Suppose I Do?
It's A11 God I s Fau 1t
Making the Most of Trouble
How To Hear God Speak
The Real Thing
Partiality, Prejudice and the
Practice of Mercy
[] Justification by Works
[] Volume 2 ($16.00) - to be aired next
month
Any of the above cassettes may be purchased
individually for $2.00 a piece.
Please add 50~ for postage per order.
am enclosing:
$

to purchase the entire James set

$

to purchase Volume 1 only

----

$

to purchase the
---- checked
above

individual cassettes

$____ as my tax-deductible donation to the
Church of the Open Door Radio Ministry
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED$

---Name
--------------------Address
------------------city_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State___ Zip_ _ _ _ __

